
30 May 
After partner pre-empts 
Rakesh Kumar 
 
On Wednesday 29 May there were 3 consecutive boards involving pre-emptive 
openings. Two of those were instructive with respect to what the partner of the pre-
emptive opener needs to consider. 
 
Vulnerable against not, if partner as dealer opens 3C and next hand passes, what 
would you do with this hand? 
 

K84  
A876  
AK975 
T  

 
Both vulnerable, if partner as dealer opens 3D and next hand doubles for takeout, 
what would you do with this hand? 
 

T  
T9842 
K9854 
Q3  

 
 
Let's start with the first hand. Because partner has opened with a pre-empt when 
vulnerable, against opponents who are not vulnerable, she is likely to have quite a 
good hand. You have aces and kings and 14 high-card points. Should you bid 3NT? 
 
Don't even think about it! If you had, say, 3 small clubs and thus could be confident 
of being able to reach dummy after knocking out a missing honour, there might be 
some chance of making a contract in no-trumps, but you have no communication. In 
such circumstances, weak hands always play better in their long suit. 
 
Could you try to improve the contract by bidding 3D? Again, don't even think about it. 
At this point in the auction you are almost certainly in a 7-1 fit: what makes you 
confident that diamonds will be any better than a 5-1 or 5-2 fit? In any case, a bid of 
a new suit by responder should be forcing for one round. If partner has no fit and 
rebids 4C, you are significantly worse off! 
 
What about if you had this hand but with the red suits reversed? Now the possibility 
of 4H beckons if partner has 3-card support. Should you bid 3H? Once more the 
answer is no, because 3H is forcing and if partner rebids 4C you are in trouble. A 
hand that could bid 3H would need to be something like this: 
  



K8  
AK975 
A76  
T53  

 
Here's the board: 
 
BD: 22 AT65  Dlr: E

JT92  Vul: E-W
4  
QJ75  

K84    Q3  
A876    54  
AK975   63  
T    AK98632 

J972  
KQ3  
QJT82 
4  

 
As you can see, anything other than pass was disastrous. Despite the bad break, 3C 
makes quite comfortably, losing one heart, one spade and 2 clubs. 
 
On to the second hand. Partner has opened with a pre-empt and you have (i) a great 
fit (ii) only 5 high-card points. Yes, you have long hearts, but the opponents probably 
have lots of spades between them: assuming partner won't pre-empt in a minor suit 
when holding a 4-card major suit, they have at least a 9-card fit. So they must be 
cold for game and are probably cold for a slam! 
 
All of which means you should promptly bid 5D. The opponents may bid on anyway, 
but if instead they double you, it's likely to be a cheap save, because partner is 
almost certainly short in hearts so a cross-ruff will be available. 
 
As 5D is only two down, it yields a much better score than -710 or -1460! 
 
BD: 23 T  Dlr: S

T9842  Vul: All
K9854  
Q3  

AJ94    KQ732 
AK7    Q653  
Q    

 

AJ864   K952  
865  
J  
AJT7632 
T7  



 
Incidentally, if North passes, what should East do? Answer: bid 4D to show strength 
and a good fit for both majors. Now West bids 4S and East, with only a 5-loser hand, 
should investigate the possibility of slam. The early play will reveal that South holds 
3 spades and 1 heart, so assuming 7 diamonds, it makes sense to play for 2-2 clubs. 
 

 
 
 

13 June 
Bidding to the hilt 
Rakesh Kumar 
 
With neither side vulnerable, partner opens 1S as dealer, next hand overcalls 2H 
and it's your turn. You hold: 
 

986  
A  
Q754  
KJ852 

 
What are you going to bid? 
 
Point counters might say that with only 3-card support and a mere 10 high card 
points, 3S is plenty. Those who re-evaluate their hand based on the auction might 
say that the singleton heart ace is now worth a lot more that 4 points and therefore 
upgrade, while those who count losing tricks would probably say that as there are 
only 7 losers, 4S is perfectly reasonable opposite a normal opening bid. 
 
The decision made quite a bit of difference on the evening of Wednesday 12 June. 
The board is shown below. Three East-West pairs played in 4H, presumably after 
North-South competed only to the 3-level, while two North-South pairs were allowed 
to play in 4S, stealing the teeth out of their opponents' heads! Of course 4S can't 
make, but it's a very cheap save. 
 
BD: 17 AKQT5 Dlr: N

85  Vul: None
863  
Q73  

J432    7  
JT73   KQ9642 
2    AKJT9  
T964   A  

986  
A  
Q754  
KJ852  



 
But now let's look at the board from East's perspective, assuming an auction in 
which South bids to the hilt with 4S. East has only a 2-loser hand, so what's the 
problem? A choice-of-games rebid of 5D gets East-West to 5H. On the 4-3 diamond 
break, this is absolutely cold after 2 diamond ruffs in dummy. 
 
Incidentally, the East hand is a good advertisement for playing Michaels cue bids as 
either weak or strong, but not intermediate. If East overcalls 2S (showing hearts and 
a minor) then South is more likely to bid only 3S (correctly anticipating a bad break in 
the spade suit) and East can now rebid 4D in comfort, knowing that this will show 
strength and not be misinterpreted as merely competitive. 
 

 
 
 

25 June 
Playing in your long suit 
Rakesh Kumar 
 
In a column I wrote last December, I discussed the matchpoint obsession with 
playing in notrumps and said that "the pursuit of no-trump contracts sometimes leads 
to rather odd actions …" 
 
When trying to reach a makeable contract, it's important to remember that weak 
hands play best in their long suit. This is just as true of a hand with 2 hcp opposite 
partner's 1NT opening (which should transfer to play in any 5+ major suit) as it is of a 
shapely minimum opening hand (which should almost always pull partner's 3NT bid). 
 
Clearly not too many were thinking about this truism on Monday 24 January, 
because on the board below, 5 of 9 declarers ended up playing in notrumps by West, 
after East had opened 1S and rebid hearts. 
 
BD: 6  T732  Dlr: E

98  Vul: E-W
QJ643 
A8  

AQ    K98654 
J7    KQT42  
KT98    

 

K9732   QJ  
J  
A653  
A752  
T654  

 
Of course the East hand is a minimum opening with potentially useless club honours, 
so there is some risk when vulnerable. However, in theory it only has 5 losers, 
provided a fit can be found. That's the key point: provided a fit can be found. Having 



opened a hand such as this, which is perfectly reasonable, it makes sense to play in 
one of the two long suits, whereas it makes little sense to play in notrump. 
 
How should the auction go? 1S-2C-2H seems a fairly automatic start. With what look 
like very useful cards in the diamond suit, West is now likely to rebid notrumps. If the 
partnership treats 2NT as forcing then East can bid 3H, now showing at least 5-5, 
and subsequently correct 3NT to 4S, thus promising 6-5 shape. If West jumps to 
3NT over 2H, then East has to bid 4H to show a highly distributional hand and West 
should correct to 4S, as the 4H bid only guarantees 5 cards and it's quite possible 
that East has a 6+ spade suit. 
 
3NT is a doomed contract and on Monday, not one declarer was successful in game. 
There was one East-West pair that stopped in 2NT and then somehow made 9 
tricks, but that really shouldn't happen. Of note, the opening lead should be a low 
diamond – it's unwise to lead an honour from QJxxx without the 10 or 9. South will 
take the A and return the 2. West should now play low, as this makes the defence 
much more difficult. Still, declarer can be cut off from dummy and will eventually go 
at least one down. 
 
In contrast, 4S is a breeze – yes, there's a trump loser to go with the opposition's two 
aces, but nothing else, so East should rake in 10 tricks. The hand is a salutary 
reminder of the value of playing in a trump contract in your long suit, unless it's a 
running suit or you have plenty of outside entries. 
 

 
 

25 July 
Thinking early rather than (too) late 
Rakesh Kumar 
 
It's often said that many contracts fail because declarer doesn't stop to think through 
the hand and make a plan before playing to trick 1. Perhaps just as many make, or 
make undeserved overtricks, because the defender in third seat similarly doesn't 
stop to work things out early in the hand. The need to do that was well illustrated by 
boards that turned up on Monday 22 and Wednesday 24 July.  
 
On the first of them, from the Monday afternoon, RHO had opened 1D, you made a 
somewhat fragile overcall of 1H and LHO jumped to 3NT. Partner leads the 7, 
declarer plays low from dummy and you win your king. Now what? 
 

JT96  
A3  
AQ874 
54  

  A743  
  KT876 
  3  
  J87  



 
On the second, from the Wednesday evening, the bidding had been 1S (by RHO)-2H 
(by LHO)-3H-4H. Partner leads the 10, covered by the J in dummy. What card 
will you play? 
 

QJ9843 
A85  
T3  
A6  

  K652 
  J  
  AKJ4 
  T852 
 
On that first hand, LHO surely has 13-16 high card points and stoppers in hearts. 
What is she likely to hold? Partner's lead of the 7 must deny an honour (you do 
play "top of nothing" at notrump, don't you?) so declarer has the QJ. That means 
that if you just return a heart to the ace, you will never be able to establish your suit 
and get in again to enjoy the long heart tricks. 
 
What other chances are there? Declarer probably also has the K, one or both 
missing spade honours, and one or two of the top honours in clubs. If she holds AK 
and Q, you will win two more tricks in spades, but perhaps little else. If she holds 
AQ there will also be a club trick coming, but again that will be all. But what if she 
only has one top honour in clubs, with the KQ? If partner has elected to lead your 
suit rather than lead away from AQ, you could actually beat this contract! 
 
Time to switch to a club, then. Which card? This is one of those occasions when you 
don't lead low from an honour, because if declarer ducks you want to retain the lead 
and not endplay partner. So you must switch to the J. 
 
Here's the board: 
 
BD: 13 852  Dlr: N

952  Vul: All
95  
KQ962 

KQ    JT96  
QJ4    A3  
KJT62   AQ874 
AT3    54  

A743  
KT876 
3  
J87  

  



  
    

N
T 

N 1 - - - -     5   

S 1 - - - -   16  11 

E - 5 1 3 3     8   

W - 5 1 3 3 
 

 
It turns out that 3NT cannot be beaten as declarer (West) has a maximum hand and 
if she ducks two rounds of clubs, partner has no further entry. However, this defence 
holds declarer to 9 tricks. Anything else will allow declarer to make 11 tricks after 
knocking out the A. 
 
A bit of thought also makes things clear on the second hand. Despite RHO's opening 
bid of 1S, partner led the 10. Surely this is a singleton. Dummy has 6 spades and 
you hold 4 of them, so what is declarer's holding? A doubleton ace – in fact you can 
tell she has precisely A7. That means that if you cover the J, declarer will quite 
possibly draw trumps and make at least 12 tricks (5 hearts, 6 spades and the ace of 
clubs that is visible in dummy). 
 
So what can you do? Simple – don't cover. The full board is on the next page; North 
is the declarer. As you can see, if West ducks, after drawing trumps and unblocking 
the ace of spades, declarer won't have enough entries to first return to dummy to 
take a ruffing finesse and then re-enter dummy to enjoy the spades. She will 
therefore have to settle for ruffing one club in dummy and eventually losing a club 
and a diamond, making 11 tricks. 
 
 
BD: 10 A7  Dlr: E

KQT964 Vul: All
2  
K743  

K652   T  
J    732  
AKJ4   Q98765 
T852   QJ9  

QJ9843  
A85  
T3  
A6  

  

  
    

N
T 

N 1 - 5 4 1     12   

S 1 - 5 4 1   12   5 

E - 2 - - -     11   

W - 2 - - - 
 



 
Covering the J, on the other hand, allows declarer to claim 13 tricks when trumps 
break 3-1. 
 
By the way, note that on this hand it was better to raise partner's hearts immediately 
rather than first rebidding spades, despite the 6-card suit. Support with support! 
 

 
 
 
 


